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Abstract

AR (Augmented Reality) is a technology that provides virtual content to the real world and provides 

additional information to objects in real-time through 3D content. In the past, a high-performance device was 

required to experience AR, but it was possible to implement AR more easily by improving mobile performance 

and mounting various sensors such as ToF (Time-of-Flight). Also, the importance of mobile augmented reality 

is growing with the commercialization of high-speed wireless Internet such as 5G. Thus, this paper proposes 

a system that can provide AR services via GNN (Graph Neural Network) using cameras and sensors on mobile 

devices. ToF of mobile devices is used to capture depth maps. A 3D point cloud was created using RGB images 

to distinguish specific colors of objects. Point clouds created with RGB images and Depth Map perform 

downsampling for smooth communication between mobile and server. Point clouds sent to the server are used 

for 3D object detection. The detection process determines the class of objects and uses one point in the 3D 

bounding box as an anchor point. AR contents are provided through app and web through class and anchor 

of the detected object.
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1. Introduction

In the past, AR service required high-performance equipment, but it has become more accessible through 

the improved performance of mobile devices [1]. With faster and more stable access to wireless Internet than 

in the past, AR contents can be provided in real-time from a server without the need to pre-install [2]. To 

provide an AR service, accurately detect the object is important for the service. There are methods for 

recognizing objects in 2D and methods for recognizing using 3d, such as point clouds. A point cloud constructs 

a 3d space by representing the depth of an object through points and is obtained using images and depth maps 

to create a point cloud [3]. RGB information can be obtained through camera images and depth information of 

space can be obtained through a depth map. It has spatial information compared to 2D, making it easy to 
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distinguish objects attached in 2D. Besides, when using ToF, it is possible to create a point cloud because 

depth information can be found even in a dark environment [4]. In this paper, we generate point clouds using 

information from mobile devices. The generated point cloud is downsampled and sent to the server and 

converted to graphs for efficient recognition. The converted graph is used as input to the GNN detection system. 

GNN generates a type of object and a three-dimensional bounding box and specifies one vertex of the bounding 

box as an anchor point. The specified Anchor point is converted to the camera coordinate system currently 

being filmed and provides AR content in real-time for the recognized object [5].

2. Related work

2.1 AR Anchor

Holding an accurate anchor on space or plane is important to provide AR to the desired location. An anchor 

is a reference point indicating a position to float a virtual object in space and can be simply expressed in a 

spatial coordinate system [6]. In AR implementation, when an object needs to have directionality, it is a concept 

that includes not only the x, y, and z coordinates in space but also the rotation value of each axis [7]. The 

method of holding the anchor is largely divided into 4 types. The first is Image Anchor, which recognizes the 

image as a marker, and the second is Ground Anchor, which recognizes the floor surface and implements it. 

The third is Point Cloud Anchor, which is generated based on the characteristics of the point cloud, and the 

last is Object Anchor, which is generated by object recognition. It is appropriate to use an object anchor to 

provide AR services for a specific object. In the past, the method of estimating the anchor point by extracting 

the feature point has been used a lot, but recently, the method of using the anchor point by combining it with 

deep learning is also widely used.

2.2 WebXR

WebXR is a framework for providing AR services through a web browser [8]. Generally, it is necessary to 

download applications suitable for the operating system in advance to receive AR or VR services on mobile 

devices. In this case, the disadvantage is that it is less accessible because it uses the mobile device storage and 

needs to store AR contents necessary for the service in advance on the device. WebXR provides the service 

through a web page, so there is no need to receive additional applications or content, and it provides it in real-

time. Previously, it was difficult to provide AR content through web pages because of its large capacity, but 

real-time service became possible due to the development of communication technology. In the case of AR, 

camera permissions are obtained and used through a web browser, and the service is provided through a 

coordinate system created by WebGL.

2.3 3D Graph Neural Network

The use of CNN (Convolution Neural Networks) is typical for 3D object detection using deep learning. For 

3D CNN, we construct a rectangular grid space based on voxel and extract feature maps via the convolution 

process. Although there are advantages of identifying regional and overall characteristics depending on the 

kernel size, there is a disadvantage of having to perform operations to space based on grid and convolution for 

each kernel size to extract features [9]. 3D GNN generates an edge list by selecting points to use as a vertex in 

a graph by converting the point cloud into a graph [10]. In learning, there is no need for computation on empty 

spaces because feature maps are aggregated around the vertex and feature operations are performed with the 

vertex, and point operations are performed. It also has the advantage of being computationally wasteful because 

it recycles existing constructed structures rather than creating new graph structures to extract features.
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Figure 1 illustrates the mobile AR service process [11]. It scans objects through mobile devices and 

generates 3D point clouds via RGB images and depth maps obtained through scans. We transform point clouds 

into graphs, obtain anchor points through the GNN detection process, and provide AR content tailored to 

objects.

Figure 1. Process of mobile AR

3. Design of Proposal System

Figure 2 shows the learning process for providing AR services. Point Cloud Generator creates a point cloud 

with a Depth map created on the mobile. The generated point cloud is moved to the Data Labeling Processor 

through process ① to proceed with labeling. The position and size of the box that contains the object are 

manually set and converted into a label file for learning. The generated label and point cloud are passed through 

process ② to the Graph Generator of the GNN Model Generation Layer. The GNN Detection Processor 

consists of a Graph Generator that converts point clouds into graphs, a GNN Learning Processor with a learning 

layer, and a Model Saver that stores the final model from learning. Graph Translator splits the entered point 

cloud into spaces by voxel units and extracts key points to be used as nodes in the graph in each voxel. Key

points are carried out by randomly picking one point from the point clouds included in the voxel to prevent 

overfitting during learning. It generates an edge list that represents the connection relationship of the point 

cloud around the generated key point and is passed to the GNN Learning Processor through process ③. The 

GNN Learning Processor module aggregates the unique RGB characteristics of key points into vertices which 

are the center of each graph through graph operation. Perform classification and box detection through the 

feature map of the implicated key point. As a certain level of learning progresses, the Model Saver is called 

through process ④ to save the corresponding learning model. The stored model is passed to the Box 

Recombination module via process ⑤, where the predicted box for each key point is confirmed as one box 

per object. The point in the upper right corner of the fixed object is transferred to the Anchor Translator through 

process ⑥ and converted to the anchor point for AR service.
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Figure 2. GNN learning flow

Figure 3 shows the overall framework with modules that compose the AR service. The information obtained 

through the mobile device is converted into a point cloud by entering the Point Cloud Generator in the hybrid 

app through the ⓐ process. The downsampled point cloud for mobile devices is provided to the GNN 

Processor on the server through the ⓑ process. The GNN Processor converts the point cloud into a graph and 

performs object recognition. Object class and box are derived through object detection. It is transferred to AR 

Content Mapper through the ⓒ process. AR Contents Mapper has AR contents, maps AR contents suitable 

for the recognized object, and designates a point at the top right of the detection box as an anchor. The 

designated anchor and AR contents are delivered to the hybrid app through the ⓓ process and are converted 

into points in the camera coordinate system for AR service by the anchor translator. Finally, the service is 

provided to users through an AR framework, such as WebXR, through the ⓔ process.

Figure 3. AR service framework
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4. Example of Applying

4.1 AR Service based on GNN Detection

For the test, we used a Sony Xperia 1i product, a mobile device equipped with ToF. Depth information from 

the ToF sensor was used through Android's Camera 2 API. To use color information, we created an RGB point 

cloud using an RGB image from a camera. Figure 4 shows the depth map and RGB image extracted through 

the device. After creating a point cloud in a mobile device using the two data, downsampling was performed. 

A total of 100 datasets were created from the data, and 80 for training and 20 for testing.

Figure 4. RGB point cloud (using mobile)

Figure 5 is a framework configured for actual implementation. The point cloud created through the depth 

map and RGB image was downsampled and transmitted to the server for smooth communication with the 

server. The point cloud was transmitted to the server in binary form using socket communication and saved as 

a ply file. File Checker determines whether or not a file is saved and proceeds with GNN Detection. For 

prediction through GNN, a pre-trained model was used. If the learned object is detected, the anchor point can 

be saved as a file. We checked whether the anchor point file saved in the web server was saved or not, and 

implemented AR using AR contents that fit the anchor point and object.

Figure 5. Implemented framework

Figure 6 is the result of detecting the cup to provide service from the input point cloud. Based on the result, 

the sunflower model, which is WebXR's basic AR content, is displayed on the cup by using Hit Test function.
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Figure 6. Detection result and WebXR implementation

4.2 AR System Comparison

Table 1. AR system comparison of implementation

Proposed GNN-based 

AR System

AR Framework (WebXR) based

AR System

Input Data Generation Mobile device (RGB + ToF) Mobile device (RGB)

AR Service

Providing Method
GNN object detection User’s hand touched event

Key Point Extraction Point cloud downsampling Feature point extraction

Anchor Method
Object anchor using

object detection

Ground anchor using

plane detection

Table 1 compares the general AR framework and the proposed system. In the case of input data, both 

methods use data generated by mobile devices. However, the GNN-based AR system uses a ToF sensor 

because it is based on a point cloud. The proposed system provides AR services through detection, and the AR 

framework provides users' touch events. In the case of a GNN-based AR system, key point extraction is used 

by downsampling the point cloud, and the AR framework uses feature point extraction. Lastly, the anchor 

point uses object detection-based object anchors for the proposed system, and the ar framework uses plane 

detection-based ground anchors.

5. Conclusion

The development of mobile devices and wireless internet has become a platform suitable for providing AR 

content to users. The improved performance of mobile devices made it possible to provide augmented reality, 

and it was possible to provide real-time, rather than pre-storing, AR content through high-speed wireless 

internet. Besides, by mounting sensors such as ToF, more accurate spatial information can be used, thereby 

providing high-quality AR services. Therefore, in this paper, we designed a system for mobile AR service 

using GNN. The proposed system provides AR through Object detection. A point cloud was created using a 

sensor of a mobile device, downsampling was performed and then converted into a graph. At this time, the 
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RGB image from the camera was also used to detect objects of specific colors. The point cloud converted into 

a graph was object detection using GNN, class identification, and bounding box generated. The Anchor point 

is created using the information and AR service suitable for the detected object is provided. The features of 

the designed system are as follows.

First, as mobile devices have recently been equipped with sensors such as ToF, we designed the system to 

use those sensors. Second, point clouds generated by mobile devices were downsampled and transmitted for 

stable and smooth communication with the server. Third, we graph the point cloud through a detection system 

utilizing GNN, enabling efficient aggregation of information in the point cloud.

In the future, we plan to increase accuracy by reducing the amount of computation and improving the GNN 

system by using feature points rather than simple point clouds. Also, the database should be configured to 

support multiple clients and objects to provide services.
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